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Let X,,Xz,.. be a stationary sequence cfof random variables. Denote by M!,k’ the kth largest value of 
X,3X,, . . . , Xn. We find necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an (r - 1 )-dependent 
stationary sequence X, , ST,, . . . (determined by a distribution function G and numbers PI, &, . . . , /?, 2 
O,~~~,~y=1),suchthatforeachk,1~~k~r,sup,,,~~P(M~~~~x)-P(~~~~~x)~-*O asn++oo,where 
$1) &2) 
t1 ¶ . . . . Il;i’,” are order statistics of r?, , g2, . . . , z,,. 
If suchnaiymptotic (G, p, , &, . . r , &)-representation exists, then for each k, 1 c k d a, there are numbers 
OS yk,jd l,j= 1,2 ,..., k - 1, satisfying 
x))j/j!) * yk,j)l+ 0 as n 
sup,,r.~lP( Ml,k’s x) - P(Mt,“s x)( 1 +CfZr ((-Log P(Mj:‘s 
+ ~0. This corresponds to limit theorems for M:’ obtained by Hsing (1988). 
Convergence of all order statistics is also discussed. 
1. Convergence of order statistics 
Let X,,X*,.. be a stationary sequence of random variables. Denote by A@: the 
qth largest value of X,+, , Xk+2, . . . , Xi (by convenflon, A&$ = +w, and if k 2 1 or 
q>l-k, then A@;= ---a). For simplicity write M, = A4bfL and M’,$’ = :!A. It is 
wel known, that for i.i.d. Xi, X2, . . . convergence in distribution of suitably normal- 
ized partial maxima: 
implies convergence of al order statistics: for each 
(see e.g. etter et al., 1983). 
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!f we drop the assumption of independence, preserving only strong mixing property, 
convergence (2) may fail in two ways: 
- higher order statistics do not converge at all, 
- they converge, but to ifferent limits. 
ori (1976a) demonstrates the first possibility: he gives an example of 1 -dependent 
sequence 29-e. satisfying (1) and such that ‘,Z”s do not converge in distri- 
bution. 
Unexpectedly, convergence in law of ‘s and M!:“s for some r>3 implies 
convergence of all other ‘ny)‘s, 2s 4G r- 1. This was proved by Hsing (1988, 
Theorem 3.3). 
Assuming that { M’,Y’} converge weakly for each 4 E N - what is almost the conver- 
gence in law of the corresponding point processes of ex.ceedances - Dziubdaiela 
sing et al. (1988) describe possible limits in terms of parameters of 
certain compound Poisson distributions. We prefer the description given by I-Isir,g 
(1988) (see also Theorem 2.2 below): the limit for M’,Y’ is of the form 
(-log G(x))” 
k! (3) 
where Osyq,kdl, k=l,2 ,..., 4 - 1, and G is the limit for maxima. However, 
complexity of formulas for yrl,k’s quickly increases with 9, which makes difficult the 
analysis of asymptotic properties of higher order statistics. Therefore we suggest 
taking into account simple approximating models in place of limiting distributions. 
Let hP29** . 9 a,. 2 8 be such that 
i Py=L 
q=l 
(4) 
and let G be a distribution function. For each 1 c 4 ‘: r, let { ky,j}jEN be independent, 
identically distributed: 
Fq,j- 6” 
(5) 
and let sequences { . 9 { Fr,i).,cpd be mutually independent. (For 
tational convenie 0 set ?:, ; = -a with distribution and generating 
nctions constant1 
(6) 
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e will say, that order statistics (11 
X1,X;!,... possess (or admit) asymp;o;i 
each lsqar, 
‘,” of a stationary se 
. . . , &.)-representation, if for 
sup IP( ysx)-Pp! 
I 
a; n+-bx, (?) 
x f R 
where A??‘, q = 1,2,. . . , r, are order statistics of X,, .&, . . . , define 
The representation (G, PI, p2, l . . , P,,) is regular, if G is regular in the sense of 
O’Brien( 1974), i.e. satisfies 
G(G,-) = 1 and 
Iim l-G(x) 1 
.x_,cj*- 1 - G(x-) = l 
(8) 
Mere G, = sup{x: G(x) < l}e Such re arity means that for some (and then for all) 
0 < CY < 1 one can find a seqljence v, = v,(a) of numbers satisfying 
G”(v,)-,h~ as n+-i-~~ (9) 
If r = I, then (6, I)-representation is an asymptotic independent representation for 
maxima (Jakubowski, 1991) and G itself is a phantom distribution function (0’ 
1987). It is known when a (G, 1)-representation exists: Theorem 1.3 in Jakubowski 
(1991) states, that {Xj} admits a regular asymptotic independent representation for 
maxima if and only if there is a sequence {v,} such that for some (x, 0 -=z ey < 1, 
and the following condition holds: 
SUP (P(Mk+t~v,)-P(Mk~v,,)P(M,av,)(~~ as n++oo. 
k,lEN 
(11) 
We aim at extending the above result to the case ra 2. Let us introduce: 
For all p,qQ p+qsr+l, as n-+-W 
sup IP(M+ v,, y’s v,) yd v,)l+ 0. 02) 
k,lc:N 
Observe that far each q E N, 
if { jn} and {v,,} are such that j,,P(X, > 0,) + 0, t 
a to 
(PI s v,, (4) k -.i,, kf,,,:k+lG v,,) 
- (13) 
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as n--q for all p, gsl, p+q s r + 1. Now the blocks are separated and we can 
use ‘standard’ mixing arguments for checking Condition ‘(V,), e.g. strc , mixing 
or slightly modified condition A (v,,) defined on p.99 of ing et al. (1988). 
It is intuitively clear (and can be proved rigorously following the line of the proof 
of Corollary 1.4, Jakubowski, 1991), that every sequence (A:} admitting a regular 
(WL-, &)-representation satisfies Condition Bz’( v,,), provided G( v,) -+ 1. For 
the converse we need more information on properties of order statistics with respect 
to (vJ: 
. Order statistics IV’,“, A4 \*‘, . . . , MI{’ of stationary X, , X2, . . . , admit 
a regular (G,j31,/32,-~ , p&representation if and only if for some non-decreasing 
Bz’( v,,) holds and for each q9 1 s q s r, sequence (v,) Condition 
where O< cyI < 1. 
eo . MI:’ admit a regular (6, PI, p2,. . . ) p,.)- 
representation. 
Then for each 2 s q s r there are numbers y,,,, y(,,, . . . , yV,cr-l E [0, 11 such that as 
n-,00, 
-PC 9 .Yki )I + 0. 
ore precisely 
Yq,k = 1 
k! . 
j, !j2! l l 0 j‘,_ , ! PP 
‘I .‘2..... ‘r,-I 
’ * P il.ih...i,, I , -0 q-l’ 
A_ \“/ 1 -/--I h’ (I-1 
l;‘-: j, _ 1~ 
05) 
(16) 
eorems are deferred to the next section. 
1s section with several comments. 
uence satisfying Con 
ua 
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sequence {m,,} c Iv. j* the properties of ji conve nce (18) Es un$orrn in 
ence (2Q) is satisfie , -+ 00. If hw,,~~ along a subsequence 
{n’} c N, take another subseque uch that k,,, + 00 so slowly that n’ / k,,* -+ 00. 
Since {u,} is monotone, 
(G,~~ v ,,I,,. 99~ gfP(Z,~~ VA,,.)) =fWlk,~9+-o(~94~ 
and similarly g’< P( Z,,# c urn,, 9) 3 0. 
et (u,,} be any sequence of numbers. Define integers m,, = m,,({ u,,)): 
1, if U, < 0, , 
m,, = m, if u, s u,, < u,~,+~ , 
bd, if u,, 2 sup{ 0,: m E N}. 
(21) 
(229 
If rn,,* = 4 along {n’}, then as in (219, 
(z;l~~ ~“~99+~=guY~,,~~ &?,,,.99+0(19. 
If m,,, = (n’)‘, then 
1 -‘~(WG~ Ud9)Zg(P(Zd~ v,,,,,.)) =f(l/n’)+o(l)+ 1. 
lin the remaining case, when vnn,,. s v,, ,,. _~ ,, 
!Z, s u,,99 = gV%C, c v,,,!,9!-+0(19 =f(nlm,,)+o(l) 
and, similarly, 
W(E s 499 = f(nlm,9+0(1), 
i.e. for every {u,,}, 
(2 s &99-$w%&= U,,9)~0. 
is is exactly ( 
(239 
ma, wz have to check whether for each 
a erties. 
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n this section we focus on (24) under the assum tiom of Theore 
cane 
At first we shall identify the limits for the first r coefficients of the generating 
functions of N, n. 
We knowtha;forOcqsr-I, 
mwln= , q)=P(M~~+“~u,)-P(IW’,Y’~u,)-*ff,+l-cr,, 
( h w ere 6x0 = 0). But numbers q , a2 9 . . . , a, are not arbitrary, for Condition 
holds. 
a 3.2. Cmdition Sy’( 0,) is equivabent ts 
as n+oc,Jlor everyp, 420, p+qs F-L 0 
By the above lemma, for 0 =S q s Y - 1 9 
and 
SY’P(N,,,[,,,2] = q*WWI\Tn.[,*,7] = q2bWO 
Y=o 41~42’4 
ere for the series w(s) = 
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It fsllows thst w(s) = c;;::, (cr,,, - a&” is infinitely divisible at the level r, i.e. for 
each k there is a generating function w:(s) such that 
Suppose that w(s) = CzO aisj is infinitely divisible at the level r and that 
a,> 0. there are numbers p, , &, l . . &aO, I&, & = 1 (depending only oyo 
Q,,Ql,*=*, a,_,), such that 
-loga,* i &‘\sq--1) . 
q=l )> (31) 
If U(S) = Cpo CjS' satisfies 
Lr((u(s))“) = L,(( w(s))‘) (32) 
for some k, 12 I, then 
(33) 
. If aO= 1,sete.g.~,=~,=~~~=~,_,=O,~,=l.Soleta,,~landletw~(s)= 
ac_,o + ak,*s + l l l . Clearly, 
QO 
k 
= Q k.0, 
hence al,,tIP 1, as k + 00. We have also 
and for 2~q~u--1, 
(34) 
If kzg and L,,‘_, ‘iY= then Cy=, j, s k, and the above formula can be rewritten as 
-( i,+ . . . + i,, ) k! 
x a A,0 “,k_ - 
(_I + 1 
. . . + j,)) !kJt+“‘+ic, ’ (35) 
=- 
4 k.y I 
k+x 
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In particular, 
r-1 r-l 
C p4 = (-log a,,)-’ lim k C ak y S (-log a&‘k(l - a,, ()) + 1 
. 9 
y=! k+x y-l ’ 
hence 
Further, letting k go to infinity in (35), we get 
1 
aY =a0 c , o X i /3*(-log a,)‘/ il.iz ,..., j , --0 j, !jz! l l l J,., . I-I 
x;‘;, lj,=C/ 
(37) 
for 4=0, l,..., r-1, i.e. (31). 
Now suppose that (32) holds. Then also 
, 
and it remains to recall that L,(( w(s;)““) is determined uniquely by L,( w(s)). Cl 
By the above lemma, 
r- 1 
d C s4P(N,,=q)=Lr exp,-loga, l i P4(sfi-1) 
( 
+0(l), 
y=o y=l )) 
r-l 
Repeating these arguments we get for all integers k 2 1, 12 0, 
r-l 
I: s4 
y =o 
I,[ II ( I/ k ) ] 
1 
-ilaga, l i &(s”-1) +0(1). 
y = I 
(38) 
Fix q, 1 s s r, and set in ma 3.1, Z,, = ;;“, g(x) = X‘ Co 
and let f,(t) e era 
w,(s) = exp -tlogEu, i: p,(s”-1) 
4=; 
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Then (38) implies that functions f;r.,, converge to & on the dense set of rationals 
and a half of the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 holds. 
3.3. Prm2f of l-heorem 2. I 
Consider the (G, &, &, . . . , P,)-representation defined by (6). Define also 
W 
(401 / 
e will find the limit for the generating functions of fin = c,r’_, I( i%> > v,). 
. Let {II,,} be such that that G’(v,)+q, CY,>Q. Then 
lim Es’11 = exp -log CYI ’ i &(+-- 1) . 
n-+cr 9=l ) 
0 First note that random variables fin can be replaced by Y independent 
components: 
sn C (Pp(~~,~>vn))(qp(~~,~Vnjj . 
ICp<ySr 
+ 1 pq(-p, log cu,) l o=o. 
lc-pc95r 
Further, each of _I?!:’ - 
c;=, q’ I( i;... Y 21.): 
- I.:;, I( $ j > U,,) is asymptotically equivalent to q l *‘,T”’ = ._ 
.j’ vn)- i l(zq,.j> on) 
j-1 
9-l n+q-I 
s 
c .i’vn)+ 1 
I -I j’Pl_ti 
j)Vn, ?q,>Vn) . 
R- j-=q-1 
.I ’ Vn)+ q3(n 
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inally 
= fj ~(sY)~!;,*‘~‘+o(l) 
q=l 
= fbj (SY(l-GP~‘(vn)j+CP~‘(vn))n+O(l) 
q=l 
r 
= 4 ,,n(l-GP+~))(sq--1) * > +o(1) y=l n 
r 
+I-Le +,logtu,( \.‘I-- 1) . cl 
Define functions 
{%j } is an (r - 1 )-dependent sequence and so satisfies Condition L3’;‘( u,). Hence 
for&, we can repeat all considerations we did for&n defined by (39). In particular, 
fq,n( t) converge on rationals to the same limit fq. We have checked (25 j, and so by 
Lemma 3.1 we see that I$:‘, I@?), . . . 9 _A?:’ form a regular asymptotic representation 
for M’,“, ML*‘, . . . , M’,,‘? 
The proof of necessity is straightforward. Suppose {Xn} admits a regular (G, 
P I,-**, p,)-representation. By the remarks preceding Theorem 2.1, it is enough to 
find a non-decreasing sequence (v,) such that G”( v,J + aI, 0 < cul < 1 (in particular: 
G( vn) 7 l), and then chzck that for each 9, 2 c 9 s r, 
P( A@ ~v,)-w, as n-,+00, (42) 
for some cz4. By the very definition of the regular asymptotic representation the 
theorem will then follow. 
Take 0 < cyl < 1 and let 
vn = inf{x: G(x) 2 #“). 
Then P(&+v,)= G”( v,) -..b cyI by regularity of G and {v,} is non-decre 
(42) follows by Lemma 3.4, with al equal to the sum of the first 9 co 
the limiting generating function exp(-log cvl l Cl_=, &( sy - 1)). Cl 
3.4. QOf of 
t is enough to prove (15) for the (G, &, p2, . . . , /?I,)-re 
i: (0 
[nr]d Vn))I’ 
= 
. n 
k! 
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y Lemma 3.1 w have to prove that both J;, and 1, converge on rationals to the 
same limit J,(t). is easy to find limit for Jn(t): 
(43) 
e know also the limit forf,( t ): by Lemma 3.4 it is the sum of the first q coefficients 
of the generating function g,(s) = exp(-t log ar, CL-l &(s4 - I)), i.e. 
=a! 
I 
1 
Notice that Y9,k s 1, for the summands are elements of the multinomial expansion 
of(p,+*=*+&)“=l. q 
. If a reguiar (G, p, , . . . , &) -repesen ta tion exists and ( v, > is such that 
WW,~v,,b~,, O<a,<l, thenforeach q, 2sqcr, and TH, 
lim 
:1*X? 
Now assume that for every q E N, 
‘,Y’s v,,) + a!$# as n++q 
cl (44 
(49 
g’( *y,, gholds for all r E kJ (shortly: Condition 
s I a-D/ 1 t IP), i. i v,,, ( 11 ) /,:I, t1 s v,,) - 
k.lcN 
i,“‘c x) admits an asy totic uniform 
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ere yq,h can be ex 
f p,“-1. 
4-l 
as functions of /3,, &, . . .a 0 such t 
(See ( 16) for explicit formulas for Y~,~.) 
It is not difficult to exclude the possibility cy=, & < 1. 
core Suppose that conditions (45) and (46) hold. Then numbers ‘yy k in (47) 
are built on ;he base of PI, pz, . . 
3 
.a 0 such that 
f P,=l (49) 
q-l 
if and only if 
lim cyy = 1. 
Y+oo 
roof. Let N,, = Ci=, Z(X, > v,,). By the well-known relation 
W ‘,“+‘k~,,}={N,sq} (50 
we may interpret (50) as tightness of (N,,},,c_N. Hence (45) and (50) imply that IV,, 
converges in law to some integer-valued a.s. finite random variable N. Clearly, 
EsN = i (c~~+,-q,)s~, 
Cl = 0 
where CY~= 0. So by Lemma 3.4, 
EsN = lim exp -log eyl i p@- 1) 
r-+Y‘ q=l > 
Consider the Levy measures 
r- I 
5e?H = Pq, q = 
q-l 
and 
(52) 
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Conversely, if I&, & = 1, then the limit on the right-hand-side of (52) is a 
generating function. So A?,, converges in distribution, hence is tight and by (51) 
condition (50) holds. q 
The (r - I)-dependent sequences considered in Section 2, satisfy assumptions 
of the above theorem. Another example can be obtained by taking in (G, PI, 
P 290m-9 PC) -representations formal limit over r: 
. 
. 
. (53) 
where, as in (G), { pi i )icN9 { pz, i}jcN 9 . . . ._ are mutually independent and Fq.,i - Gyro 
with & 2 0. 
The problem is that k;- can be trivial, i.e. fi = G, a.s. and that G may be not a 
phantom distribution function for ?, 9 k, . . . . 
. (i) Fj < G, as. if and only $ 
U%’ 
c q& <*- 
y=l 
(ii) G is a phantom distribution function 
z’;&3,=1. III 
(54) 
for F*, k9... iff (54) holds and 
and (v,) is such that G”(v,,)+cY,, 
0 < QI~ < 1, then { Fj} satisfies both (45) and Condition Bz’( v,, ). 
o prove .I edition ‘,x’( v,,), take p, q a 1, p s q, say, and consider the 
. LA E > 0. rake NY such that 
r=R+l 
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and consider sequences 
j$ = p,,j 
v ( F2.j v ?Z,j+lJ 
. 
with order statistics fi:4) and A?E’y’, respectively. 
Notice the difference between ?i and X; defined by (6): if we denote 
%= ; Pm, 
m=l 
then p; is constructed using G”R and numbers p,/O,, . . . , &/OR, for 0, may 
be different from 1. 
We have 
hence 
E(S’(i+@.$)+,s v,)- I(l&?;++ v,Jl 
s min( P( i?ifq’ =s u,), P( ii; > v,)). (58) 
{ tj} being (R - I)-dependent sequence, satisfies Condition B$?( v,). In particular, 
by Lemma 3.4, 
P(&s v&c& (59) 
P(iGp’~ v,)+cY;, 
where ari = a’:~. By Corollary 3.5, if 2 2 NY l n, then 
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Similarly, if k 2 NY 9 n, then 
Consequently, by (58), 
pq(k W4E . 
for large n, provided k 
(61) 
> A$. n or I > NY l n. So we can restrict our attention to 
n this case, (58) gives the estimation 
B,,(k, 1)~4P( 3 (52) 
And using the inequality 
we obtain for large n. 
‘Ej,,.,*>v,j)=l-P(k~ ,W,,) ‘I‘ 
= 1 - ; (G”r(v, j) Nt,*n+r-l 
r=R+l 
__l_(l_(l_G(v,,)))N.,‘rl~: H+#,+~~=-H+I~~-~)~, 
c2M-- Gh,))) l f++Jq i p,. 
r=R+I 
+2(1 -G(v,)) i (v-l)pr 
r= R+1 
s 2&(-log a1 + & + E). 
By (61) and (62), Conditon 5;“(u,) holds for { pj}. 
Condition (45) follows similarly: by (5S), 
v,,) converges. Cl 
nj sequences, ( F&C N provides a universal 
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e are not able to give necessary an sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
ar(GJ3,&,.. .)-representation. lowever, we have found simple an 
suficient conditions: 
heorem 
sequence {Xji 
If for some non-decreasing sequence (u,) [f numbersT a statianary 
satisJies (45), Condition B’,“‘( u,) and 
sup nP(X, > v,,) < +q 
ncN 
054) 
then there exists a regular ( G, p 1, &, . . J -representation for all order statistics of ( 
Proof. Let, as in the proof of Theorem .I, N, =I;=, I(Xk > v,). y (64), {N,} is 
a tight sequence, hence (50) holds and by Theorem 4.1, 
Es NR1 + Es N = exp 
( C 
-log a, i &P-1 
cr’=l 
where I:+ & = 1. Moreover, by Theorem 5.3, Biliingsley (1968), 
EN s lim inf EN n S sup nP(X, > v,,) < +00. 
n+oc nc:N 
This implies that It=, q& < -MO and using p, , &, . . . we can construct a nontrivial 
sequence { c}. By Lemma 4.4, fi,, = CT_, I( fj > v,,) converges in distribution to IV, 
too. Now we can check (63) the same way as in Section 3 for the finite case 
r<+W. Cl 
emark 4.6. When all order statistics converge in distribution, the case Cz=, q& < 
+m gives limits considered in Dziubdziela (1984), while I:= 1 & = 1 corresponds 
to the convergence of point processes treated in Wsing et al. (1988). 
cannot find any sequence (Xi> with limits (for A#,%) computed fr 
such that Cz’_, Py = 1 but CI=, q& = +a. Note that (45), (64) and Con 
imply the extremal index is nonzero. So to look for an example for which cr_ 1 q& = 
+a~ one should focus on sequences with extremal index zero. The examples in S 
(1988) and Mori ( 1976b) may help in that regard. 
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